1. **Comment:** While Brazil had adhered to the original agreement among Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Bolivia, and Paraguay to cooperate to exchange information on terrorism and subversion, it had not yet agreed to participate in Condor action operations in Europe, and would limit its contribution for the time being to the provision of communications equipment for CondorTel, the communications network established by the Condor countries.

The Condor countries which would operate in Europe were Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay.) Condor countries have now decided to suspend their plans to operate in Europe and to hold a training course in Buenos Aires for those Condoreje officers who were to operate in Europe until Brazil decides whether it will participate with the others in operations in Europe, to be centered in France. **Comment:** Does not know if the other Condor countries will proceed by themselves with these operations should Brazil decide not to participate, or if any country is making representations to Brazil on this matter.)
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